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Federal funding for biomedical R&D through the National Institutes of Health has grown from $8.3 billion in FY1984 to $28.7 billion in FY2008 (1, 2). The NIH supports half of all federal nondefense R&D and more than 60% of federally funded research in American universities (3). The agency awards funds to research performers based on “peer review” but the decisions are not insulated from political influence.

How do congressional appropriations committee members influence the allocation of federal funding for biomedical research? We investigated this question by studying congressional appropriations bills and appropriations committee meeting reports covering the 20 fiscal years between 1984 and 2003. During every year of this period, the director of the NIH negotiated with the Department of Health and Human Services and the Office of Management and Budget within the Executive Office of the President to craft a budget request for the NIH that was consistent with White House priorities. The NIH’s budget is considered by the Appropriations Committees of the House and Senate. In the House Appropriations Committee (HAC), the NIH budget request is handled by the Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education and Related Agencies Subcommittee (LHHE). A similarly named subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations Committee (SAC) evaluates the NIH budget request in that chamber. The LHHE subcommittees consider the NIH budget request, amend the funding requests in the presidential budget, and “mark up” the appropriations bills, sometimes specifically for institutes and centers at the NIH, that are ultimately reported to the House and Senate by each chamber’s appropriations committee.

The subcommittee meeting reports that accompany the appropriations bills to the floor contain additional detail and guidance on the allocation and disbursement of appropriated funds by the NIH. Transfers affecting the level of support may involve (i) reallocation for NIH funding among the agency’s institutes and centers, (ii) subcommittee support for specific fields of biomedical research associated with particular diseases, and (iii) project-level transfers that reallocate funding among particular lines of research and/or research projects within a given disease field. (See Supporting Online Material for examples).

To test whether these reallocations are affected by representation on the relevant appropriations subcommittees and committees, we analyzed data on the amount of NIH peer-reviewed grants received by 8310 “extramural” biomedical research institutions for every congressional NIH appropriations bill during the 1984–2003 period (4, 5). The primary data were drawn from the NIH’s “Consolidated Grant Applicant File” (CGAF) database, which contains a record of every research proposal for which a grant was made by the NIH. We matched these data to the number of appropriations committee and LHHE subcommittee members from the state that was home to each NIH grant recipient during the corresponding appropriations year. Hence, for example, the House and Senate appropriations committee composition data for the 107th Congress (years 2001 and 2002) are matched to the NIH grants made during the years 2002 and 2003. During 1984–2003, the HAC had 57 to 64 members, 12 to 17 of whom were assigned to the LHHE subcommittees; the Senate Appropriations Committee had 28 to 29 members, 13 to 15 of whom sat on the corresponding LHHEs. During that period, 11 to 15 states were represented in the LHHE subcommittees of each chamber (5).

We estimated a “pooled least squares” regression to analyze the influence of committee membership on the amount of NIH peer-reviewed grants received by performers (i.e., we estimated the effect of membership on the size of grants, conditioned on the institution’s receiving grants during the time period) (5). A challenge in identifying the causal impact of committee membership is controlling for other “unobserved” attributes of research performers, such as their previous success in obtaining grants, size, or location in states with a high demand for public biomedical resources, which may be correlated with both committee representation and receipts of NIH awards. We used research-performer “fixed effects” regression models in order to control for such confounders. In additional robustness tests, we estimated the effects of members’ exit from their subcommittee positions on the NIH grants received by research performers in their states (5).
Each additional member on the House subcommittee that deals with NIH appropriations (the “LHHE” subcommittee of the HAC) was associated with a 5.9% ($P < 0.01)$ increase in NIH funding for institutions in their state ($5, 6$) (tables S1 and S2). LHHE senators and non-LHHE House appropriations committee members did not have a statistically significant ($P < 0.01)$ impact on funding for research performers in their states ($7, 8$), with one exception. New York Senator Alfonse D’Amato, a member of the SAC from 1983 to 1994, significantly increased NIH funding for performers in New York State.

We estimated that the distribution of $1.7$ billion of the $37.4$ billion awarded by the NIH to extramural performers in the years 2002 and 2003 (appropriated during the congressional year 2001–2002) was influenced by representation on the HAC-LHHE subcommittee ($5$) (see table on page 1797 and table S2).

Do some types of research performer benefit more than others from subcommittee representation? We found that an additional HAC-LHHE member increased NIH funding for public universities in the member’s state by 8.8% ($P < 0.01$) and grants to small businesses by 10.3% ($P < 0.01$). HAC subcommittee membership had no statistically significant effect ($P < 0.01$) on grants to private universities, large firms, or other nonprofit institutions ($5$) (table S3).

R-series grants or awards for research projects make up the largest category of activities funded by the NIH (about 60% of the total NIH extramural grants). They fund research projects rather than programs. HAC-LHHE membership increased performers’ R-series awards by 4.4% ($P < 0.02$) during this period ($5$) (table S4). R-series grants are further divided into several subcategories; R01 is the traditional research grant supporting research initiated by investigators associated with research institutions. Research institutions typically are responsible for providing facilities necessary to conduct the research proposed by the investigator and are accountable for the grant funds. R03 or “Small Research Grants” support small research projects such as pilot or feasibility studies and secondary analysis of existing data. R41 to R44 are associated with the Small Business Innovation Research and Technology Transfer grants (SBIR and STTR), and so on.

“P-series” awards can be P01 grants to support multidisciplinary or multifaceted research programs that have a focused theme. Estimates of the returns to representation on these more finely specified grant types (R01, R03, R41 to 44, and P01) suggest that HAC-LHHE members do not significantly affect allocations within any one of these classes, but that the effects appear in the overall funding amounts received by represented performers. This result is consistent with an avoidance by political representatives of direct interference with peer review of individual proposals, while influencing the institutional allocation of research funds ($5, 9$) (table S4).

In an extension of our baseline model, we tested the extent to which an R&D performer’s historical strength in specific research fields mediates the influence of subcommittee membership on its NIH funding ($5$) (table S5). Our estimates indicate that House LHHE representation increases NIH funding for research performers in the lowest two quartiles of grant recipients within any biomedical field by an average of 3.6 ($P < 0.02$) to 6.4% ($P < 0.01$). Performers in the top quartile, however, did not receive significantly larger allocations than otherwise comparable but unrepresented performers.

The congressional “power of the purse” is mandated by the Constitution. Political oversight of NIH funding decisions provides an important mechanism for public input into scientific judgments concerning health-research needs. Nevertheless, the exercise of such influence clearly mediates the effects of rigorous peer review. Moreover, the channels through which such influence operates may be more complex than directives contained in appropriations bills. We hope that our findings will spark a clearer debate over the extent and effects of political involvement in the resource allocations of the largest single source of federal civilian R&D spending.
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NIH directors at a hearing of the Senate Subcommittee on Labor, Health, and Human Services, and Education Appropriations for the FY 2003 budget.
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